Subspace Clustering via Good Neighbors.
Finding the informative clusters of a high-dimensional dataset is at the core of numerous applications in computer vision, where spectral based subspace clustering algorithm is arguably the most widely-studied methods due to its empirical performance and provable guarantees under various assumptions. It is well-known that sparsity and connectivity of the affinity graph play important rules for effective subspace clustering. However, it is difficult to simultaneously optimize both factors due to their conflicting nature, and most existing methods are designed to deal with only one factor. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to optimize both sparsity and connectivity by finding good neighbors which induce key connections among samples within a subspace. First, an initial coefficient matrix is generated from the input dataset. For each sample, we find its good neighbors which not only have large coefficients but are strongly connected to each other. We reassign the coefficients of good neighbors and eliminate other entries to generate a new coefficient matrix, which can be used by spectral clustering methods. Experiments on five benchmark datasets show that the proposed algorithm performs favorably against the state-of-the-art methods in terms of accuracy with a negligible increase in speed.